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EIT ICT Labs deploys a carefully selected set of innovation catalysts

**Creation**
- Innovation nucleus
  - Doctoral School
  - Master School
  - Post-Doctoral Program (start 2012)
  - Innovation Radar and foresight studies
  - Computing in the cloud
  - Internet Technologies and Architectures
- Co-location centers

**Transition**
- Mobility for university-industry crossover
- Roadmapping workshop

**Acceleration**
- Innovation in established companies
  - Technology transfer center
  - Business Club
  - Entrepreneurs Club
- Entrepreneurship Support System
- Access to finance
  - Business Angels Club
  - Seed investors
  - VC

**New business creation**
- Personal networks
- Open Innovation
- Innovation culture
- Attractive environment
- Benchmarking
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**Support System**
- MSc Master School
- PhD Doctoral School
- Post-Doctoral Program (start 2012)

**Computing in the cloud**
- Internet Technologies and Architectures

**ICT-mediated Human Activity**